
Want to kick start  
an international career? 
We have what you need!

“Receiving complete 
autonomy on a project was both  

challenging and exciting.”
Marie-Amélie Lenaerts,  

in Guatemala 
 for Durabilis

“A wildly enriching  
experience, both at  
a professional and  
at a personal level.” 
Louis Hoet,
in Singapore for DEME



The Prince Albert Fund is a leading non-profit organization dedicated to helping young talented 
Belgian professionals acquire experience in conducting international projects.  In the last 30 years 
we have enabled hundreds of young Belgian professionals to develop skills and gain invaluable 
experience in international business by managing projects outside Europe for more than  
170 different Belgian companies. 

► What is it? 
►   A 12-month business development assignment outside Europe for a Belgian company of your choice
►   A tax-free compensation of €25,000 granted by the Prince Albert Fund (the company will pay for your 

housing, flights and mission related expenses)

We’re not offering you a traineeship. We’re enabling you to develop your own fully-fledged international 
project, so the application criteria are demanding.

► Who can apply? 
To be chosen for a Grant you must have 2 to 3 years of professional experience, be 30 or younger, hold  
a Master’s degree, be fluent in English, be keen to take on a new professional challenge, and be able  
to demonstrate your entrepreneurial drive and motivation.

You don’t need a project to apply – the first thing we look at is the quality of your candidature  
as an individual. The first selection is based on your application form; the final selection takes place  
at an interview stage, with a specially selected panel at the King Baudouin Foundation in Brussels.

► It is your project!  
If you’re selected as a candidate, you’ll receive a number of training and coaching sessions. You will then 
be able to choose your own project and destination, either an opportunity from one of our candidate 
companies, or from your own contacts.

And then you’ll be off – one year, one country, one project, and it’s up to you to make it work. Make it  
a successful mission and you have a chance to become a Prince Albert Fund Laureate, a distinction that 
carries real recognition in the world of international Belgian business. You will also have the privilege  
to join a strong group of alumni. 

A once in a lifetime experience!

 Interested? www.princealbertfund.be

 Check it out right now, do not miss the deadlines!


